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did when sacrificing); have no iron about him; wear his
hair long (not to interfere with the course of nature—cf.
the Nazarite vow); and not enter the territory of Boiotia's
neighbour and bitter enemy, Phokis.1
Actually, a book was published in London about 1925
on self-defence against black magic, in which no anthropologist
who got so far will have been surprised to find careful direc-
tions for the disposal of cast-off clothing, hair-combings, and
nail-parings—all for reasons that would have been quite
plain to Hesiod or to various other ancient or savage gentle-
men familiar to readers of The Golden Bough.
The feeling that it is particularly dangerous to cut the
nails on a holy day was also shared by the Romans, and by
the disciples of Pythagoras, that strange mixture of wisdom
and religiosity, among later Greeks.2 The reason is probably
that a holy day is, as Rose says, " a day when much mana "
—psychic force, one might translate the Polynesian—" is
about." Such a day is very fateful, ^dXa TereAeo-jLieVov, as
Hesiod says of one of the days of the month, and anything
that goes wrong then will be worse, and harder to get rid
of, than the troubles of an ordinary day. So it is all in order
that there should be people in modern Ireland who refuse
to cut their nails on Sunday; though the reason they will
give nowadays as a rationalization of their scruple is that it
would be sabbath-breaking so to do.
Contact with death and tombs is naturally unlucky.
" Set not down a boy of twelve days old upon that which
may not be moved " (i.e. a tomb); " nor yet one of twelve
months; for that makes a man unvirile." Apparently
twelve days and twelve months are especially critical ages ;
one may compare the high praise given in the " Days "
to the twelfth day of the month—there is no better day in
the month for every kind of work. Again, " Do not beget
a child on your return from an ill-omened funeral, but from
1 Plut,, loc. cit., No. 40.
a See Sinclair, loc. cit. (Rome : Ovid, Fasti, vi, 229-230; Macrobius, Satur-
nalia, v, 19, 18. Pythagoreans: lamblichos, ProtreptiJea, 364k; napa
Qvaiav /u.^ ovvx^ew).

